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EBB & FLOW launches new collection 
of fabric lampshades
With positivity, courage and an appetite for life, EBB & FLOW introduces a new With positivity, courage and an appetite for life, EBB & FLOW introduces a new 

range of fabric lampshades for Spring 2022. A collection both bold and fresh for range of fabric lampshades for Spring 2022. A collection both bold and fresh for 

creating inspiring spaces to thrive in. A variety of fabrics that elevate and inspire, creating inspiring spaces to thrive in. A variety of fabrics that elevate and inspire, 

curated by EBB & FLOW designer, Susanne Nielsen. curated by EBB & FLOW designer, Susanne Nielsen. 

The collection celebrates exclusive names from the world of fabrics such as  The collection celebrates exclusive names from the world of fabrics such as  

Christian Lacroix, Designers Guild, and Scion. Synergising extravagance,  Christian Lacroix, Designers Guild, and Scion. Synergising extravagance,  

playfulness, and luxury, the selection adds three unique qualities, making  playfulness, and luxury, the selection adds three unique qualities, making  

them the perfect partners for the EBB & FLOW lamp collection. them the perfect partners for the EBB & FLOW lamp collection. 

We make room for personality, and this season, we present exquisite silks in We make room for personality, and this season, we present exquisite silks in 

striking check patterns, extravagant feathers as well as cheerful and retro fabric striking check patterns, extravagant feathers as well as cheerful and retro fabric 

lampshades. All to match our handmade lamp bases or to hang as pendant lampshades. All to match our handmade lamp bases or to hang as pendant 

lamps.lamps.

Almost like a ballgown, the check patterns in luxurious silk are wonderfully  Almost like a ballgown, the check patterns in luxurious silk are wonderfully  

tactile and irresistible. Choose between striking Fushia, Cobalt, Azure, and  tactile and irresistible. Choose between striking Fushia, Cobalt, Azure, and  

deep Ochre.deep Ochre.

The exuberant feather fabrics from Christian Lacroix add a unique and The exuberant feather fabrics from Christian Lacroix add a unique and 

baroque style to the collection. A truly bold and artistic pattern with  baroque style to the collection. A truly bold and artistic pattern with  

incredible details and nuances. incredible details and nuances. 

The retro feel of the Poppy Pop design combined with Ferns and The retro feel of the Poppy Pop design combined with Ferns and 

adventurous Jackfruit and Beanstalk are a playful addition to the range. adventurous Jackfruit and Beanstalk are a playful addition to the range. 

Bold and fresh. With an appetite for luxury and playfulness. Bold and fresh. With an appetite for luxury and playfulness. 
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